Staffroom Interchange
Portfolios as a Substitute for Proficiency Examinations, Peter Elbow and Pat
Belanoff, State University of New York at Stony Brook
We were troubled by the proficiency examination we found at Stony Brook. We believe proficiency examinations undermine good teaching by sending the wrong message about the writing process: that proficient writing means having a serious topic sprung on you (with no chance for reading, reflection, or discussion) and writing one draft (with no chance for sharing or feedback or revising). Besides, an exam can't give a valid picture of a student's proficiency in writing: we need at least two or three samples of her writing-in two or three genres at two or three sittings.
After four semesters of small scale experimentation, and in coordination with a new University writing requirement, we gave up the proficiency exam and made portfolios official in the 40-plus sections of our required Writing 101 course. The new requirement says that every student must get a C or higher in 101 or else take it again. The portfolio system says that no student can get that C unless her portfolio has been judged worth a C not only by her teacher but also by at least one other teacher who does not know her.
A portfolio system might take different forms. Here is how our version works at the moment. Every 101 student must now develop-out of all the writing done during the semester-a portfolio of three revised papers: (a) a narrative, descriptive, or expressive piece; (b) an essay of any sort (so long as it is in the discourse of the academic community-i.e., not a personal, digressive, essai as by Montaigne); (c) an analysis of a prose text. With each of these papers students must submit a brief informal cover sheet which explores their writing process in that paper and acknowledges any help they have received. The portfolio must also contain a fourth piece: an in-class essay done without benefit of feedback.
Every 101 teacher is a member of a portfolio group. Experienced teachers create their own small groups. New teachers are in a large group-constituted by the Teaching Practicum that all new teachers take.
At mid-semester all teachers meet to discuss sample papers and agree on some verdicts: a "calibration" session. Then teachers meet in their smaller groups and distribute their students' mid-semester "dry run" papers to each other for readings. ( We've learned that students need an outside reading of one or two of their portfolio essays at mid-semester-in order to get used to the system and be warned of the standards.) The judgment is a simple binary Yes or No-worth a C or not. Readers make no comments on the papers (except for light checkmarks at unambiguous mistakes in mechanics-especially if a paper fails for that reason). A brief comment by the reader who is not the student's teacher is paper-clipped only to failing papers-usually only a few sentences. It is not the reader's job to diagnose or teach-only to judge. It is the teacher's job to interpret these comments to the student when that is necessary. (We're trying to keep the portfolio system from being much of an extra burden on teachers. Strong portfolios can be read quickly--sometimes just Skimmed.)
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The portfolio system throws the teacher somewhat into the role of coach or editor because the crucial decision as to whether the student is eligible to get a C (or must repeat the course) depends on someone other than the teacher. The teacher becomes someone who can help the student overcome an obstacle posed by a third party and is thus less likely to be seen by students as merely "the enemy." Thus the portfolio system leads teachers to make comments like this:
I like this piece. It works for me. But I think some of my pleasure comes from knowing how hard you've worked and how much progress you've made. It helps me to have read some of your earlier drafts and gotten to know you and your concerns. I fear your piece won't work so well for a reader who is a stranger to you.
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Our profession lacks any firm, theoretical, discipline-wide, basis for deciding the right interpretation or evaluation of a text. The only way to bring a bit of trustworthiness to grading is to get teachers negotiating together in a community to make some collaborative judgments. That the portfolio promotes collaboration and works against isolation may be, in the end, its main advantage.
These collaborative discussions of sample papers are interesting. One faction may give powerful arguments for failing the sample paper; someone even says, "How can anyone who considers himself a literate professional possibly give this paper a C?" But another group gives strong arguments in its favor, and the blurter discovers that the defenders of the paper are not just the flakey wimps he suspected but also include a colleague he respects as more perceptive and learned than himself.
Hurtful words are sometimes spoken, e.g., "It's not the paper that flunks, it's the assignment!" Yet over the semesters we have come to treasure these difficult moments. As one of us said just the other day when the heat was rising in the room:
"We're sorry you are having a hard time, but we're having a ball!" It's a relief for us to see all this disparity of judgment out on the floor as interaction between people-as heads butting against other heads. Normally, the disparity is locked inside solitary heads, visible only to students who compare notes and to administrators looking at different teachers' grade sheets. When a newcomer complains, "Why do you encourage all this chaos and disagreement?" it's fun to be able to reply, "We're not making it, we're just getting it out from under the rug."
On most samples there is a decisive majority or even consensus. But when teachers remain divided, it's important for us to intervene, get a quick vote to show where the numbers lie (sometimes the discussion can fool you), and say, "Fine. We're split. Here's a picture of where our community disagrees; here is a paper that will pass in some groups and fail in others; nevertheless this picture can give you some guidance when you go off to make your individual verdicts. We're gradually giving each other a sense of our standards as a community." For even though it is the disagreement that is most obvious at such moments, we, from where we sit, see such discussions producing From "Laundry Lists" to "Hierarchies": Changes in Thinking Process and Written Product, Marjorie Geller, Rutgers University As part of our work on note-taking, I presented to my students in a developmental reading/study skills class a "lecture" on the development of language in a primate, a female gorilla named Koko, who had been taught by Penny Patterson to "speak" through the use of American Sign Language. My students had to listen to the talk, take notes, review their notes, and ask questions for clarification. Their writing task was to use their notes to write an account of Patterson's work which would emphasize what she felt were the major elements of Koko's development.
In reading the papers, I was pleased to see that the students had obtained the facts, something they had not been doing previously. However, in writing their accounts of Patterson's work with Koko, the majority of them had written in prose which narrated the events without indicating which ideas were more important than others.
They had not noticed the relative importance of different ideas; they had noted the existence of facts rather than the relationship of one fact to another. Thus, the products were "laundry lists" rather than hierarchical arrangements. Below is a representative example:
Koko was a baby when Penny got her from the zoo. Koko learned to speak American Sign Language. She knows about 375 signs. Koko is toilet trained, cleans the house, eats by herself and is well-behaved.
Teaching Koko has not been very easy. It requires a lot of time and patience. Koko's day is similar to the average human's day. She is up at 7:30, she has cereal for breakfast, but loves jello. Lying is a big problem. Yes, my students had "gotten" all of the information, but they had failed to perceive which facts were more significant than others, in this case the facts pertaining to Koko's language development. This failure was reflected in the narrative-descriptive
